
 
ITL organizes Orientation Session for Staff 

 
As said “Be willing to begin every single morning. A journey of thousand miles begins with a step”. 

 

To begin the new academic session 2021-22, ITL Public School organised an orientation session on Saturday , 

3 April ,2021 wherein the guest speaker, Dr TP Singh, Chairperson Curriculum Reform Committee, Delhi 

Government oriented the staff members on deeper implications of New Education Policy 2020. 

 

From rehashing the important aspects of NEP in the most simplified manner, Dr TP Singh through his eclectic 

skills brought immense clarity to the integration of knowledge, skills, attitude, communication skills to the most 

primal of the values in the teaching learning scenario to charter out pathways for 21st century learners. 

 

Recurrently substantiating on the twin embedded issues of No Hard Separations and Holistic Progress Card, 

Dr Singh seamlessly essayed the most important aspects of NEP across standards and cross curriculum. His 

unbridled passion for learning made the session joyful yet conceptually coherent. 

 

Later, Ms Surbhi Pandey, teacher of mathematics of ITL Public School who is felicitated with 

State  Teachers’ Award was applauded for her immense contribution in the field of mathematics. In 

continuation with the vision to acquaint, direct and employ the most innovative practises in teaching and 

learning, the orientation session further progressed with Ms Surbhi Pandey addressing the staff on Art 

Integration And Innovative Ways Of Teaching Mathematics. Later, Ms Prathista Gupta oriented the staff 

members on the latest trend of designing of Case-Based Study Questions which was followed by Ms Ritu 

Sharma acquainting teachers on incorporation of Assessment Items in the lesson plan and its related nuances. 

 

The session brought to light that constant innovation is the new normal. And as they say well begun is half done, 

the session was apt for the most profound head start for the academic year 2021–22. 

 

 


